HYMS@TEN – what you achieved!

HYMS has beaten its fundraising target of raising £10,000 in its 10th anniversary year by achieving a grand total of £10,130 following the completion of the final event – the HYMS@TEN Grand Raffle draw.

This is a fantastic effort and the money raised will now be divided between the charities originally voted for by staff in autumn 2012. Half will be shared between local hospices in our region in recognition of the support and excellent teaching they provide for our students and the other half will go towards enhanced bursaries and scholarships for students as part of our commitment to them.

“This is a really fantastic effort,” said HYMS Dean Trevor Sheldon. “I’d just like to say a big thank you to all who have worked hard to raise all this money during the last year.”

The money was raised through all kinds of events organised by individuals and groups of staff which included pyjama days, bottle and cake stalls, 24-hour cycle challenges, Dragon Boat races, 10K races and many other activities.

The final event of HYMS@TEN was the Grand Raffle Draw which took place on Thursday 20 February. A list of prize winners is below.

Well done everyone for a great effort – here’s to the next 10 years!

- A mini cruise to Rotterdam or Zeebrugge, courtesy of P&O Ferries, Calie Pistorius
- An indulgent stay at the Acer Guesthouse in York, Una Macleod
- A gourmet meal for 2 at trendy Café No 8 in York, Judith Battersby
- A visit to The Deep in Hull for a family of 4, Sarah Moffat
- A round of golf with 3 friends at Forest Pines Gold Resort, Brigg, Simon Ndhlou
- A family visit to the Jorvik Centre in York, Martin Stocks
- A visit to The Deep in Hull for a family of 4, Emma Peacock
- A trip to Ripon races, Pat Escreet
- A night at the pictures for 2 at City Screen in York, Helen Berrieman
- A visit to The Deep in Hull for a family of 4, Clare McKinlay
- A family visit to Castle Howard, Alistair Cunningham
- Afternoon chocolate tea for two at the Cocoa House in York, Prof John Hay
- A visit to The Deep in Hull for a family of 4, Charles Sanders
- Two tickets for a performance at York Theatre Royal, Roxana Freeman
- A £10 gift card to spend at Browns department store in York, Mrs S Benson
- A funky height chart from Snowhome of York, Aziz Asghar
- An arty glass scent bottle and dropper from Pyramid Gallery, Niki Harris
- A bag of cycle spares from Fulford Cycles, Gavin Hodgson
- HYMS Hamper, Julia Fletcher
- HYMS@TEN t-shirt & pen
  - Dr Ben Snowden
  - Peter Knapp
  - Jean McKendree
  - Andy Kardasz
  - Sarah Mussared
  - Graham Low
  - Claire Foster
  - Alison Woods
  - David Duncan
  - Ivor Davies
BIKE@HYMS raised more than £3.5k for the HYMS@TEN charities. **The cyclists:** (from left) Charlie Rowland, Jeff Barber, Tim Franklin, Simon Smith, Neil Cattell, Giles Davidson, Paul Scott, Ben Snowden, Jonathan Bynoe, Jon Bateman, Sean Bennett. **The support team:** John Busby, Drew Foster, Gwen Irving, Adrian Murgatroyd, Richard Nicolson, Joanne Richmond, Lisa Schubert.

Marathon effort: Roxana Freeman (left) ran 10 x 10 kilometre races, raising over £700 for HYMS@TEN. Student Ellie Redmond (above right) joined Roxana for the Walkington 10k race.

Thanks guys! A student team ran the Hull East 20 race in support of HYMS@TEN. Pictured above left-right: Donald Afreh-Mensah, Ashley Holt, Karim Jundi, Mazin Eragat, Claire Lilly and Eleanor Redman.

At the Staff thank-you event, some of us proved alarmingly competent with a rifle, whilst others channelled their inner Robin Hood.
Students and staff sporting an impressive array of PJs and onesies at the sponsored Pyjama Days.

Cake-related opportunities to raise money were enthusiastically embraced at all the HYMS NHS and university sites ...

some of us are enthusiastic organisers ... (Sarah Mussared, below, with the tombola at the HYMS staff ‘thank-you’)

and many of us re-discovered the joy of dressing-up! ...

we found out that some of our colleagues are really good at making stuff ...

(knitted teddy by Yvonne Gledhill)

some of us are enthusiastic organisers ... (Sarah Mussared, below, with the tombola at the HYMS staff ‘thank-you’)

and many of us re-discovered the joy of dressing-up! ...

students and staff sporting an impressive array of PJs and onesies at the sponsored Pyjama Days.

Dragon Boat Race  Giles Davidson, Rachel Walden, Paul Scott and Lisa Schubert (insert picture) joined University of York’s “Mighty Ducks” which became the “Mighty Med-ducks” team this year in their honour (Boat 5 above). Money raised was divided three ways between Help for Heroes, the university’s charities and HYMS@TEN.
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Staff, alumni and students attended a glamorous fund-raising ball at the National Railway Museum in York

HYMS NHS Scarborough hosted a HYMS@TEN roadshow: pictured left David Pearson, Ellie Johnston, Mayor of the Borough of Scarborough Councillor Helen Mallory and Dr Mark Laws.

University of Hull Chancellor Baroness Bottomley of Nettlestone (pictured right with student Martin Gribbin) was guest of honour at the HYMS Prizegiving event.

The sixth cohort of HYMS students celebrated their graduation at a smart summer tea-party, attended by founding dean Bill Gillespie, pictured above with joint-winner of the Founding Dean’s Award Nicola Scott.

HYMS@TEN Grand Raffle Draw marked the official conclusion of HYMS@TEN.
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